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y the time most area sales, advertising and
marketing professionals read this they will
have sat through one – or two – “Start Strong”
Monday morning meetings. These annual
round-ups are always a January favorite with
marketing types.
I’ve been there. In fact, I’ve been on both sides of the “Start
Strong” meeting cry.
During my 20-plus years in retail sales, radio, newspaper,
magazine, television and digital advertising and marketing,
I’ve led those first quarter rallies.
The boilerplate goes like this: “Pull out all of the stops,”
“Plan your work and work your plan,” and “Leave no stone
unturned.” That’s a lot of sales cliché balls to keep in the air.
I have with great zeal used all of those phrases hoping
to inspire my colleagues and coworkers to “Hit the streets
running,” “Knock on every door,” and “Don’t leave any money
on the table.” And, while you are it, don’t forget to take care of
your current customers, exceed performance expectations,
nurture local goals, embrace corporate initiatives and keep
your paperwork current.
I’ve also been on the receiving end of the “Start Strong”
pitch delivered by every sales and marketing manager who,
feeling downward corporate pressure to achieve, annually
makes the same plea.
I’ve been “that guy” at the end of the table who rolled his
eyes when faced with a budget increase. I’ve sat back in my
chair and crossed my arms and tuned out, convinced the
marching orders given were unreasonable and unachievable.
It’s happened and I own it.

Often following the Start Strong meeting comes the downlow staff huddle during which coworkers cry, complain,
dismiss and talk themselves out of a successful start to the
New Year. I’ve done it and many of you have too.
A few years ago I decided to claim the clichés’ as my own,
embrace the cry for new revenue, gin-up enthusiasm and
scrap for every new dollar I could scrape up. After all, the old
commission-based sales cliché’ proves true: You are the only
one who can give yourself a raise every time you want one.

Professional benefit?
I’m not going to pretend it’s easy. I’ve failed at it on many
occasions, but you can’t win if you don’t play (how about a
sports cliché’ to hammer it home.)
Deciding to Start Strong is the only way to adjust your
attitude and succeed. Decide you are going to make the best
of every day. Be prepared for every sales meeting or sales
floor interaction, and be the smartest and hardest working
professional in your field.
Cliché alert: You have to be prepared to “pull out all of the
stops.”
Is there a networking opportunity you can attend, rather
than perching on a happy hour barstool at 5 p.m.? Do it. Can
you get out an hour earlier and join a leads group or attend a
chamber morning networking coffee? Do it.
Is it a physical and personal sacrifice? Yes. Does it offer a
professional benefit? It does.
Experience tells me it’s easier to build relationships that
will be financially beneficial when you hit the streets rather
than sulking in the office, wasting an hour casually checking
email, catching up on Facebook, drinking cheap companyprovided coffee and stuffing your face with day-old donuts.
I’ve done them all.
The only way to find new revenue is to get out of the office
and knock on every door. Nothing makes a sales manager
lose confidence in an account executive more than to hear
that there are businesses where, you – a sales professional -have never engaged the decision maker, let alone know who
they are.
I’ve been guilty of it and know well the disappointed
look on a manager’s face when the answer I offered was a
reluctant, but honest, “No. I didn’t make that call.”

Get on the gravy train
Ask any sales manager what is the best kind of revenue?
The answer is always the same: “New revenue.”
Why? It’s unplanned. It’s gravy on top of your budget goal.
Do you have a territory? Knock on every door. You never
know what opportunity you may find. Retail floor sales your
game? Never assume someone wearing cheap overalls and
ratty boots doesn’t have the financial largess to write the
check that – with one sale – can put you over the top of a
challenging goal.
Is outbound sales your mission? Make an extra call every
day.
Knocking on every door, shaking every hand and making
that extra call is the easiest way to get to the gravy.
It’s not easy, but the math proves it every time. Sales is
a simple numbers game the more folks you reach out and
touch, the better your odds of finding that “yes” and closing
an unexpected sale.
The best sales executives I’ve known during my two
decades of beating the streets, knocking on every door,
making the extra call and attempting to leave no stone
unturned, share a couple of common traits: persistence in
the face of “No” and exceptional organizational skills.
Full disclosure: I have seldom possessed both at the same
time.
Approach every day ready to succeed. Have a plan in place,
execute that plan flawlessly, and know your plan for the day,
week and month. Set short-term and long-term goals, but
be prepared to adjust your schedule to take advantage of
unforeseen opportunity. Above all, commit to Start Strong
every morning, not just every January.
Dave Woods is digital media manager at Choice Marketing
president of American Advertising Federation of Joplin and a
member of Midwest Travel Writers ASsociation. He can be reached
at dwoods@choicema r ket ing biz.
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hat manufacturing process today does
not require the application of heat at
some point? From heating, drying,
curing, thermoforming, annealing,
potting, and more, almost every
product created today requires heat at some point.
Heating applications run almost the entire gamut of
industry uses. Heat processes are used in the manufacture
of transformers, screen print powder, paint, concrete blocks,
ceramic, fiber, biodegradable waste, polycarbonate sheets,
adhesives, packaging and even pet food.
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It’s used for drying paper pulp, preheating plastics
thermoforming plastics finishing and repairing aircraft
parts annealing metal and plastic products to increase their
ductility potting (encapsulating) electronic components
preheating corrugated metal warming and thawing
pharmaceuticals welding and vacuum-forming plastic
textile finishing and curing.
And with a process that is so wide and varied across the
industry, it’s invariable that someone will come along and try
to build a better mousetrap.
Efficient and precise infrared heating systems are quickly
supplanting conventional gas and electric ovens as the go-to
choice for this important step in manufacturing.
Because an infrared heater has no moving parts and
radiates so effectively, it consumes far less energy than a
conventional oven – which requires a fan and blower.
Infrared elements can even be retrofitted to conventional
gas and electric ovens for further cost-effectiveness.
Considering the costs of conventional heating equipment,
which in heavy industrial cases can means hundreds of
thousands of dollars, retrofitting an aging machine can
sometimes be a cost-effective alternative.
For example, Copper Standard, a global supplier of
automotive parts headquartered in Novi, Michigan used to

do their batch annealing in a gas oven, but that was a twohour process. Today they use the infrared heating after the
injection molding press that makes appliqués for automobile
exteriors.
The company discovered that infrared surpassed gas and
electric convection heating by way of its precision, speed and
energy savings. Aside from the production advantages of using
infrared for industrial process heating, the economic benefits
seem to tip the scales even further toward that option.
Given that heating plays such an important role, the
switch to infrared ovens yields substantial savings for any
manufacturer, from reduced energy bills to reduced floor
space requirements.
Gas fired ovens generally transfer heat by convection and
hence require fans or blowers, with much wasted energy lost
in the process. Additional losses stem from the requirement
for heating the entire oven, even for small parts. Electric
convection consumes even more excessive quantities of
energy to produce its heat.
In contrast, electric infrared heating elements transfer
energy to the substrate of surface area via electromagnetic
radiation and thus can operate in a vacuum and never come
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